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Agenda

• Timetable

• Spending Review/General Grant Funding update

• Business Rates update

• Council Tax

• Pay and pensions

• Outline Budget:  Revised Budget Gap Estimates 

• Pressures on the Budget

• Update on commercial income generation

• Tackling 2023-24



Timetable

• 4th December: Cabinet - Outline Budget – sets out broader parameters, 
assumptions and strategy for period 2020-21 to 2023-24

• Up to Christmas, detailed work on employees budget, initial evaluation of 
growth/savings/adjustments before being considered by Cabinet in New 
Year

• Mid January – Government likely to confirm funding settlement

• January 2020 : Cabinet – Treasury Management Strategy

• February 2020 – Detailed Revenue Budget, Fees and Charges, Capital 
Report to Cabinet

• 27th February 2020: Council approves Budget and sets Council Tax for 2020-
21 (starts 1st April)



Spending Review 2020-21

• Only covering 1 year

• Headline – increase for 20-21 of 4.3% or £3B in local government 
“spending power”

• However – half of that the amount councils allowed to increase 
council tax and most of rest adult social care

• Fair Funding Review delayed a year pushing back negative grant

• Business rates 75% retention and resetting of baseline deferred a year 

• New Homes Bonus extended a year without legacy payments

• Uncertainty as how much business rates we will be allowed to 
retained from 2021-22 onward



Reducing central government funding



Business Rates

• Roll out of “75% retention” delayed a further year to 2021-22

• When happens baseline will be reset and potentially will also be shift 
in proportion retained from lower tier to upper tier – risk that Surrey 
D&Bs will lose out

• Spelthorne will participate in Surrey pool for a further year potentially 
enabling us to retain an additional £300k to £600k



Council Tax

• Limit for 19-20 higher of 3% or £5 on band D (2.47% for us)

• In 2019-20 we decided to stick to a £5 increase (2.53%)

• Each 1% on Council Tax will generate approximately £80k

• Government now indicating that maximum for districts and boroughs 
will be higher of 2% or £5 (2.4% for us in 20-21)

• Each 1% increase generates £80k for us. So 2.4% = £192k

• Upper tier authorities (i.e. Surrey CC) will be allowed a further 2% 
Adult Care Precept 
• Additional funds being directed to SCC will aid their financial resilience



Pay

• Local Unison draft claim consists of:

• A 6% increase for all pay points
• To ensure that all scales continue to be above the living wage of £10.00/hour
• A one hour reduction in the standard working week
• A one day increase to the minimum paid annual leave entitlement for all staff

In comparison our modelling has been assuming a 2.5% increase for all pay point

Each 1% on pay adds on (including NI, pension) approx. £160k

Nationally Unison have made a 10% claim

Most other Surrey councils currently anticipating increases of 2 to 2.5%

Additionally there will be increased cost pressures relating to regularisation of overtime



Pensions

• Local Government Pension funded revalued every three years

• Surrey Pension Fund currently healthy latest funding level 102%

• Awaiting triennial valuation figures for Surrey Scheme – expected this 
week

• Indications are that funding levels have stabilised and that we may 
not be asked to make further increases in employer contribution rate 
for the next three years.



Revised Budget Gaps- on new approach for 
financing housing delivery brackets indicate gap to be closed

• 2019-20 Balanced

• 2020-21 £1,412k 

• 2021-22 (£214k)

• 2022-23 £12k

• 2023-24 (£1,684k)

• Note negative figures ie in brackets indicate a budget shortfall



Key Factors feeding into the Gaps

2020-21:  

New Homes Bonus (NHB) grant reduction £190k

Planned Maintenance £250k

Pay award £400k

2021-22: Assumed reduction in Business Rates income £800k

Introduction of ‘negative Revenue Support Grant’ £750k

Pay award further £400k

NHB £70k

2022-23: Pay award further £400k

NHB £105k

Business Rates £400k



Other potential income streams?

• Commercial waste – proposal being explored



Tackling 2023-24 and beyond

• Close to being balanced, on current assumptions until 2023-24

• Gives time to put in place additional measures to generate income/make savings

• Uncertain broader context – Spending Review, Fair Funding, Brexit, Heathrow

• Capital Strategy- delivery housing units to ease revenue budget pressures and 
generate income

• Continue focus on efficiencies – Root and Branch reviews

• Additional income streams

• Procurement savings



Questions


